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Errata, Addenda, Clarifications 
And House Rules for the 2011 Pandemonium Championships 

Last Update: April 18, 2011 
 
Many thanks to Jack “ajax98” Wells for compiling many of these rulings from the YMG online forums.  This document prepared by 
Dave Cheng of the Schenectady Wargamers Association.  Be sure to check out Council of Five Nations (Oct 7-9, 2011), host to one of the 
largest Battleground tournaments in the country. 
 
This document contains two main types of entries: 

1. Official errata, addenda and rules clarifications.  Rules citation numbers refer to the version 3.0 rules 
currently available for download on the YMG web site.  

2. Experimental rules modifications only for the Pandemonium Championship tournament.  While they 
are not officially YMG sanctioned, they are official for the tournament.  These appear in grey shading. 

 
 

General Rules Errata, Addenda & Clarifications 
 
1.4.6.3.4 Final Rush & Open Path - Clarification 
     First, you must be able to draw a straight line from the front center point of your unit to the center point of 
the open side.  This line may pass through part of your own unit, but may not pass through any part of any 
other unit, including the unit which your unit is final rushing. 
 
Off-Map movement and Final Rushes 
     When determining which side of an enemy unit a unit will final rush, the map edge is not taken into 
consideration.  A unit may go partially, or even completely, off-map when making a final rush. 
     If a unit which is off map destroys its opponent, it must attempt to move back on map as much as possible, 
unless making another final rush. 
     If a unit which is off map routs, it moves as far away from its opponent as possible, but its center can go no 
more than 1 millimeter further off map.  It is considered on the map edge in that, if not rallied on its 
controller's next turn, the unit is removed from play. 
     These rules apply to units which are making a final rush.  Units which are not making a final rush must stay 
on the map. 
 
2.2     Fear Checks 
     Fear checks are now required when charged by a Fearsome or Terrifying unit. 
     If your unit fails a required fear check, it is “Frightened” and gets a (-1)/-1/-1 penalty for the remainder of 
the turn.  A unit that passes the fear check suffers no penalty. 
     A unit that normally “Passes all Courage Checks”, “Passes all Fear Checks” or has no Courage level number 
is immune to the Frightened penalty. 
     Frightened penalties only modify engaged attacks, not ranged attacks (including javelins & pila). 
     The concept of a unit being “Shaken” (3.2.3.1.2) no longer applies. 
 
7.7     Fearsome and Terrifying 
     Second paragraph:  change “if a unit became engaged with” to “if a unit is charged by”.  
     Fourth paragraph:  If a unit that is neither fearsome nor terrifying becomes engaged with a terrifying unit, it 
takes its fear check at -2 penalty. 
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Outreached – New Rule 
     If a unit larger than your unit charges you, you are “outreached” and get an automatic (-1)/0/0.  This 
penalty is in addition to any Frightened penalty that unit may suffer.  The outreached penalty only modifies 
engaged attacks, not ranged attacks (including javelins & pila). 
 
Units with a mandatory Close order 
     Units that have preprinted the “Close” Standing Order may not be given a Standing Order Modifier or be 
directly controlled. 
 
Green Command Cards 
Units may not be simultaneously affected by duplicate green cards (Ex: Orc “Frenzy” and Dark Elf “Seize the 
Moment”). Green cards whose effect is immediately done (Ex: Lizardmen “Cold Blooded” and 
“Regeneration”) may still both be played on the same unit on the same turn. 
 
Airborne Units & Flying Rules 
Rules v3.0 & 2.4 have incomplete Airborne rules and have been declared Void. 
Rules v2.3, p10-14, have been referred to as the default rule set. 
  
     In addition to its standing order and any standing order modifiers, a unit with flying may be given the “A” 
(airborne) standing order modifier, indicating that it is currently flying. 
     While flying a unit is considered to be at the same elevation as other fliers and to be on a higher evaluation 
then all ground units and terrain.   
Note: This means a unit that is flying has High Ground against all ground units.  
Note: While flying a unit is not considered to be in terrain it is above. 
     While flying a unit may not engage or become engaged in with units on the ground. 
Note: A flying unit must begin the turn on the ground in order to final rush. Note: they may shoot and be shot 
at keeping in mind the High Ground range modification. 
     While flying a unit may move straight and turn, but may not make any other maneuvers.  While flying a 
unit uses it flying movement stat including the turns it takes off and lands. 
     A unit may not start flying (take off) and land in the same turn.  When a unit lands it may face any direction 
(reform) for free.  While flying a unit may overlap and move over other units (including other flying units). It 
may not land on top of another unit. 
     Unless directly controlled, a flying unit with the close standing order will land if its move takes it within its 
ground final rush distance of the nearest enemy and it will land as close to that enemy as possible.  
     If possible it must land on what was at the start of the turn the facing side of that enemy. If it started 
partially or fully above the nearest enemy unit it will land on the far side of that unit if possible. 
     A flying unit with a location as an objective will land when it reaches that objective. If the objective is 
occupied it will fly as close as possible to the objective then land. 
     During deployment a unit with flying may not be placed over another unit. 
     Flying units automatically take off when routing and are considered flying until they are rallied. When a 
flying unit is rallied it is give the hold order with the flying standing order modifier HF . 
     A player may not attempt to create a draw by refusing to land flying units. Once a player has only flying 
units left on the field, he must either seek to engage the enemy at a reasonable speed or fly his units off the 
field (if appropriate to the scenario being played). 
 
Airborne vs Airborne Combat: 
If while flying a unit passes over an enemy that is flying, those units make a fly-by attack against each other 
during the combat phase. Fly-by attacks incur no bonuses or penalties other than for being in the yellow or in 
the red, but can be affected by command cards or army abilities. A unit making a fly-by attack does not make a 
ranged attack this turn. If a flying unit’s movement causes it to overlap two or more flying enemy units during 
a single Movement & Command phase it makes a fly-by attack against the first enemy unit only but each of the 
enemy units gets to make a fly-by attack. 
 
Special Pandemonium Tournament Rule Only – Overrides other Flying Rules listed above 
Units in flight may not land on any turn that they receive new orders or have their orders changed.  This rule 
does not apply to Dragons.  (At the moment it only applies to Drake Riders.) 
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Specific Army Faction Errata 
 
Men of Hawkshold 
“Hardened” Command Card – New Wording 
Play during an attack, either before your opponent rolls to hit or before he rolls to damage. Your unit gets 
[Def] +0/+1 this attack.  In addition, if you play Hardened before your opponent rolls to hit, the attacking unit 
gets [Attk] (-1) -0/-0 this attack. 
 
 
Orcs 
“Hardened” Command Card – New Wording 
Play during an attack, either before your opponent rolls to hit or before he rolls to damage. Your unit gets 
[Def] +0/+1 this attack.  In addition, if you play Hardened before your opponent rolls to hit, the attacking unit 
gets [Attk] (-1) -0/-0 this attack. 
 
Crazed Goblins Unit 
83 pts.  Always has the “Close” Standing Order and may not be given a Standing Order Modifier or be directly 
controlled. Passes all Courage Checks. Is unaffected by your Command Cards and may not be Lashed. You 
may not play Command Cards while Crazed Goblins is attacking or defending. 
 
 
Undead 
Undead Skeletons  
One extra yellow box is official for Skeleton Horde & Skeleton Spearmen units.  
 
Swarm of Rats 
109 pts.  Always has the “Close” Standing Order and may not be given a Standing Order Modifier or be 
directly controlled. Passes all Courage Checks. Is unaffected by your Command Cards and may not be 
Reanimated. You may not play Command Cards while Swarm of Rats is attacking or defending. 
 
“Hardened” Command Card – New Wording 
Play during an attack, either before your opponent rolls to hit or before he rolls to damage. Your unit gets 
[Def] +0/+1 this attack.  In addition, if you play Hardened before your opponent rolls to hit, the attacking unit 
gets [Attk] (-1) -0/-0 this attack. 
 
“Wave of Terror” Command Card 
All affected units will roll for the card effects to apply. 
 
 
Ravenswood Elves 
Wolf Pack Unit 
(+2) +0/+0 and +3/+0 during post-Rout Free Attacks. If Wolf Pack Routs, it automatically Rallies at end of 
turn. Is unaffected by your Command Cards and may not be given Spirit Guidance. You may not play 
Command Cards while Wolf Pack is attacking or defending.  Unless your army currently contains a Wolfkin 
unit, Wolf Pack can only be given the Close Standing Order (with no Objective). 
 
“Aspect of Bear” Command Card 
Choose one: 
Play during an attack before you roll to hit. Your unit gets (+1) -1/+2 this attack. 
OR 
Play during an attack before your opponent rolls to hit. Your unit gets -1/+2 this attack. 
 
“Aspect of the Stag” Command Card 
Play during an attack, before you roll to hit. Play only on an engaged unit. Your unit gets (+0) -0/+1 this 
attack. If it deals at least one damage this attack, it deals one additional damage. 
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Lizardmen 
Tyrannosarus Rex Unit 
507 points. Elite 
Colossal.  Terrifying.  Always has the “Close” Standing Order and may not be given a Standing Order 
Modifier or be directly controlled. May not be given “Fury.” To play Command Cards on Tyrannosaurus Rex 
you must first discard two other Command Cards. Tyrannosaurus Rex requires two Command Actions to 
Rally. 
 
 
Umenzi Tribesmen 
Umenzi Giant War Elephant Unit 
Does not get the "engaged target" penalty when the shooting target is the same unit it is engaged. If the GWE is 
engaged, it will only range strike the engaged enemy. Does not use range strike in any 'free attack'. 
 
Umenzi Javelineer Unit 
184 points.  Core. 
+2 while within the Leadership Range of any of your non-routing units. 
Range attack uses the Javelin rule 
 
Umenzi Berserkers Unit 
226 points.  
Always has the “Close” Standing Order and may not be given a Standing Order Modifier or be directly 
controlled. Passes all Courage Checks. 
 
 
Dark Elves 
Lowblood Levy Unit 
(6*) 4*/5*  (not the printed (6*)/5*/5*) 
 
Lashmistresses Unit 
The Siren's Call Spell does not work as written on Skirmishers. The Skirmishers will not Final Rush to 
engagement. The unit will move to the Facing of the LM, but stops there. The official position is that the rules 
for Skirmishers prevent the spell from forcing the Skirmishers to break the rules. 
     Be reminded that the Siren's Call Spell is 'fired off' at the end of the Move & Command Phase.  
 
The Lashmistress loses an attack die, going to (4) 6/5 for both her spell and her regular (engaged) attack.  (She 
still can make a regular attack if her "Siren Song" causes an enemy unit to final rush that turn.)   However her 
"Siren Song" spell effect is automatic (like the Coven Spells currently are):  she no longer needs to do a point 
of damage for the spell to take effect. 
 
Witching Hour is downgraded from (+1) +1/+1 to (+0) +1/+1.  The prohibition on playing command cards 
when attacking "witched" units remains. 
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Rome 
Replacement Army Ability  
Roman Replacement army ability may only be used if neither unit may move or have moved this turn. 
Also, any given unit can only be part of one Replacement action per turn. 
 
Triarii - Must be ‘Unengaged’ to use their Special Abilities.  
     Roman units backed up by Triarii get (+1) +0/+0 only on engaged attacks. (Non-Roman units do not benefit 
from this particular special ability.) 
     Triarii's support (Use of it’s special ability) Must have a Line of Sight to the unit it is supporting.  Friendly 
units do not block this aspect of LOS for evaluating the support. 

• Line of sight must not be blocked by terrain or enemy units.  (This also prevents a Triarii from scooting 
around an enemy that was between it and the friendly it was backing up.) 

• Range (5”) is reduced by terrain by the same number of MC as it would a final rush of an enemy in the 
friendly unit's location.  Thus, if the units are on rough ground the Triarii can only back up friendly 
units within 3.5". 

     Triarii can not declare backup rule to take the place of a routed or destroyed skirmisher, unless the Triarii's 
front center point is touching the rear of the skirmisher card. 
 
 
Carthage 
Determination - Special Ability only affects Melee (Hand to Hand) Combat; not ranged attacks. 
 
Numidian Cavalry Unit 
Keyword "Cavalry" erroneously missing. 
  
Scutarii Unit 
Defense 2/1, not 2/2 as printed on the card. 
 
 

Battleground: Kingdoms 
 

"Chosen Ground" scenario:  a large hill counts as two terrain pieces.  Also, cliff-side terrain cannot be taken. 
 
"Ambush" scenario:  Foresight from watchtowers may be used, but foresight may not be specially purchased 
for this scenario.  (For example, if a player is playing Carthage.) 
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Pandemonium Tournament Format & Rules 

 
Please check the YMG forum thread for the most up-to-date announcements on the tournament: 
http://yourmovegames.com/forum/index.php/topic,2190.0.html 
 
Players must play one faction the entire tournament, but may change the units in their armies each game.   
 
Armies must be "pure" faction only: no mercenaries.  (And yes, that includes Healer Mages.)  You may, however, play 
"Monsters and Mercenaries" as your faction.  Rome and Carthage are also allowed. 
 
All games will be win-loss, so the Breaking Point and Ticking Clock scenarios will have predetermined tie breakers (see 
below) to ensure that there is a winner, even if the "victory point" split would be 3-3.  Dice will be provided at the tables 
for all players to use; players may not use their own dice. 
 
Saturday Schedule: 

• 10:15 AM - Registration opens. 
• 11:00 AM - start of round 1 - 2000 points, Breaking Point, Open Map. 

Games completed & reported by 1:45.  (I expect most games to finish much earlier than that, and folks to grab a 
bite to eat after this game.) 

• 2:00 PM - start of round 2 - 1200 points, Breaking Point, Open (reduced) Map.  Games completed & reported by 
3:30 

• 3:45 PM - start of round 3 - 1500 points, Ticking Clock, Terrain.  Games completed & reported by 6:45  (I expect 
most games to finish much earlier than that, and folks to grab a bite to eat after this game.) 

• 7:15 PM - start of round 4 - 2000 points, Ticking Clock, Terrain.  Games completed and reported by 9:30. 
• Some players who go 2-2 will play a 5th round - 1100 points, Total Warfare, Open (reduced) Map -- see below. 

 
Anyone who goes 4-0 or 3-1 makes the final 8.  (Unless turnout is so high that over 9 people do this, but I highly doubt 
that will be the case.) 
     If there are X slots left in the final 8 after the 4-0s and 3-1s get their slots, then the top  (as determined by opponent 
records) 2X players with 2-2 records who then play one last game vs. each other.    People who win get into the final 8.  
Only people who go 2-2 have this option, and they must play and win a 5th game.  (If there's an odd number of 2-2s who 
qualify, then I get someone who went 3-1 to volunteer to play one of them, but I doubt this will be the case.)   
     If fewer than 8 people make it into the final 8, then the people who placed highest on Saturday (based on opponent 
record) receive a "bye" in the quarterfinals. 
 
Sunday Schedule: 

• Start time 10:15 AM at the latest.  If everyone is present sooner, we’ll get started sooner. 
• Quarterfinals.  2000 points, terrain, Breaking Point. 
• Semifinals:  2000 points, terrain, Ticking Clock. 
• Finals:  2000 points, terrain, Total Warfare 

 
     Playoffs for 3rd place will be 2000 points, terrain, Breaking Point.  Playoffs for top new/casual player will be Breaking 
Point unless they both just played Breaking Point, in which case it will be Ticking Clock. 
     The plan is not to time games; there should be plenty of time to do 3 rounds, but I reserve the right to judge a game if it 
is going glacially slowly. 
     The Saturday games are round-robin with Swiss-pairings, those who have the best records go into the single-
elimination Sunday final rounds. 
 

Scenario Tie-Breakers & Tournament Home Rules 
 

• Breaking Point - Tie breaker -  if both armies break on the same turn, whoever destroyed more enemy points wins.  If 
that is also equal (something I've never seen), the winner will be the person whose army was built with fewer points. 

• Breaking Point - Home rule -  The threshold required to break your army is reduced by 25 for each command card 
you purchased, or could have purchased given the total point cost of your army.  (This prevents people from buying 
30 command cards, or just making their army smaller, and having their army be "unbreakable.") 

• Ticking Clock - Tie Breaker - Whoever has more points wins.  If both players have equal points, the winner again is 
the one with the cheaper army. 

• Ticking Clock - "Home Rule" -   To count has having a unit on a terrain piece or in the enemy Deployment Zone, more 
than 50% of the unit card must be in the designated area. 

• Total Warfare -  Tie Breaker-  Whoever has units left wins.   In the extremely rare case of a tie the winner will be the 
one with the cheaper initial army. 


